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A quiet Asian session came to life after the latest interest rate announcement 
by the Australian central bank. 

The RBA cut rates by 0.25% to 2.0% as expected. This saw AU$/$ fall below 
0.7800 but with the release of the after cut statement the market staged a 
nasty reversal higher breaking above 0.7900 as it was viewed as a neutral 
statement  with less chance of further cuts on the horizon.  

The RBA statement said : Improved trends in household demand 

   Further fall in AU$ seems likely & necessary 

   Stronger growth in employment 

   Inflation seen consistent with target over the next 1-2 years 

   Economy with spare capacity for some time yet 

   Weakness in business capex as key risk 

   Lending to housing market been steady over recent months 

   House prices strong in Sydney, varied elsewhere. 

Australian March trade deficit was AU$ 1.322 billion, worse than the expected 
AU$1 billion.  

With 2 days to go until the UK election the latest opinion poll has Labour & 
the Conservatives tied on 33%. 
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